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Age of kings skyward battle facebook

How to Download Age of Kings: Skyward Battle on PC MEmu Play is the best Android emulator and 100 million people already enjoy their excellent Android gaming experience. MEmu virtualization technology allows you to play thousands of Android games seamlessly on your PC, even the most graphics-intensive ones. Ready to play?
Abst-1/4rze ohne Ende. Leider sendet is 'nach Hause'. Warum so ein Trojaner legal ist, ist mir schleierhaft. Ohne Netz nicht spielbar. 3.7.0 December 1, 2020 3.7.0 Update Announcement---New Content--1. Online Vampire Set Team2. New Online Artifacts--Another Optimization--Fixed some known bugs 3.6.0 October 29, 2020 3.6.0
Update Announcement--New content--Halloween themed interface, themed events, will soon be online.--Other optimizations--Some known bugs were fixed October 3.5.0 23, 2020 3.5.0 Update Announcement--New Content--Add New Functional Avatar Frame in Lord's Makeover Interface, Online Soon.--Other Optimizations--Some known
bugs have been fixed September 3.4.0 4, 2020 Update 3.4.0-New Content--New Content--1. Castle Star Up limit increased to 6 stars.--Another optimization --1. Add batch redemption feature at the redeeming.2 festival event. Fixed other known bugs 3.2.0 August 4, 2020 3.2.0 Update Notice--Brand New Content--1. New Best of the day
gift pack tab added, small gift pack will be online soon.--Other optimizations--1. Add the All tab on the items in the backpack to display all items.2. Fixed vampire wings - When cooling down, Awakening Bead consumption reduced by 10% showing no bug3. Optimized novice guide experience4. Fixed other known bugs June 3.0.0 June 11,
2020 Update 3.0.0 --New Content--1. Outland Battle Reward Update-- Game Optimization--1. Fixed screen flickering bug on some models2. Optimization chat interface for some models3. Optimized the display of the castle's appearance that can be given away 2.99.0 May 21, 2020 2.99.0 Update Announcement--New Content--1. New
Pet: Cerberus--Game Optimization--1. Fixed some known bugs2. Optimized some display issues 2.98.0 April 29, 2020 2.98.0 Updates--New Content--1. Added a new type of castle decoration: Wings 2. Added a new feature that allows you to fold the castle decoration attribute interface --Optimization in the game --1. Fixed some known
bugs Varies with Device Updates March 3, 2020 2.94.0:New Content--1. Added several castle skins --Game Optimization--1. They have some errors 2.93.0 February 13, 2020 2.93.0 Updates--New Content—1. Issued new Valentine's Day castle decoration--Optimized the game—1. Fixed the display of Dragon &amp; Phoenix2 attributes.
Fixed some bugs 2.92.0 February 6, 2020 2.92.0 Updates—New Content—1. Updated the castle skin Gallery display interface:In-game optimizations—1. Optimized pyramid and Dragon &amp; Phoenix skins2 display number. Fixed some bugs 2.91.0 January 2, 2020 2.91.0 Updates--New Content--1. New VIP Levels and Privileges --
Game Optimization -- 1 will be issued. Fixed the bug that Lords could not change name when using an Android version2 app. Fixed some other known bugs 2.90.2 December 12, 2019 2.90.2 Update Content--1. Players with a power of more than 1 billion can earn monthly rewards (Game Optimization)1. Fixed an issue that some players
could not see chatting content 2. Fixed the bug that some players couldn't click the buy a monthly package 3 button. Fixed an issue that some players could not change the game name 4. Fixed some other known bugs 2.90.1 November 21, 2019 --New Content—1. The Jigsaw Thanksgiving event is coming2. A new test event will begin
soon—In-Game Optimization—1. Fixed other known bugs 2.90.0 November 19, 2019 --New Content—1. The Jigsaw Thanksgiving event is coming2. A new test event will begin soon—In-Game Optimization—1. Fixed other known bugs October 2.89.1, 30, 2019 -- New Content—1. New events will begin: Online supply and online carnival.
-- In-game optimization—1. Fixed the bug that caused the skin of Anniversary Blessing Castle to be too large. 2. Fixed an issue where you couldn't upgrade your opponents in Terraland. 3. Fixed the bug that caused the game to crash if iOS users submit a ticket in Customer Service. 4. Fixed other known bugs. 2.89.0 October 16, 2019 --
New Content— 1. New events will begin: Online supply and online carnival. -- In-game optimization—1. Fixed the bug that caused the skin of Anniversary Blessing Castle to be too large. 2. Fixed an issue where you couldn't upgrade your opponents in Terraland. 3. Fixed the bug that caused the game to crash if iOS users submit a ticket in
Customer Service. 4. Fixed other known bugs. 2.88.0 September 25, 2019 -- New Content--1. Added a new constellation diagram to the Valhalla—In-Game Optimizations—1. Improved Dragon of Ice Field attributes. The maximum number of the ability effect was increased from 200% to 300%2. Added a feature that allows you to
purchase in a batch for Rune Casting3. Fixed an issue where some players could not check Battle Report 2.87.0 on September 9, 2019 --New Content— 1. Apollo's new Arc Artifact will be issued --In-Game Optimization—1. Fixed the display issue where the value of the Thunder Goddess' ability exceeded the maximum number 2.86.0 on
July 29, 2019 --New Contents--1. They will be published Yi, Goddess of Thunder, Marie Antoinette, IceField Dragon and Blizzard Goddess! --Game Optimization—1. Fixed some known bugs 2.85.0 June 14, 2019 2.85.0 Updates --New Content—1. Added the chance display of getting items when opening chests --Game Optimization— -1.
Fixed some known bugs 2.84.1 May 14, 2019 2.84.1Updates1.FixedthebugthatBattleReportldldbedisplayed2.Fixedotherknownbugs SEGUICI Player Strategy Guide The following strategy guide is from DreadSoul in Kingdom 33. It is a very complete, well organized and well presented guide, which we believe can be especially useful for
our new players. ----------------------------------------------- Age of Kings is an online hypnotic where you can fight to take control of resources and Super Strongholds, just to name a few of the fights. You will face hundreds or thousands of other players from all over the world. You will perform two main tasks in the game in order to store wealth
and build your own empire. First, you'll be waging wars against other players in an attempt to take their resources or kill their armies. Second, you'll be forming alliances with other players to strengthen your army, as well as help each other during battles and sieges. Therefore, if you are a good strata and good at making allies, you will go
far in this game. Although war isn't always as easy as people do. The following tips and tricks can help you get a better idea of the game and possibly help those who have already been playing. You can improve your chances of winning battles by applying these tips. 1) Buildings With more than a dozen buildings that can be built in the
Age of Kings, the most important of which is its castle. If you've just started in the game, you should focus your attention on improving your castle. You are not open to attacks at this stage, so spend a significant amount of your resources on strengthening your defenses. In case your defenses fall and your castle is burned down, the
fastest way to rebuild and restore is by using the teleport function. Another very important building is its farm which is its main source of food and income. Each time you increase the number of your troops, you need to upgrade your farm so that it can produce enough food for your troops. You should always remember when creating new
buildings there must be a balance between the resources they receive. There are many other buildings each has its own importance and purpose. 2) Troops Before you start carrying out any type of attacks you must learn about the four types of troops. As for defending your castle from attacks, you'd better use your infantrymen and
swordsmen. They work best when defended in a stationary place. So when attacking another castle it's a bad idea to use them because they're too slow and die easily. Speaking of attacking other players' castles, you should make good use of your archers. Archers can completely destroy a castle without losing a single life because they
can attack at a safe distance. This is especially true if the castle you are attacking has a very weak wall and a bad defense. You can also use siege units when attacking castles. These units are very effective at delivering massive amounts of damage even over long distances. Before attacking any castle, make sure your troops have the
advantage over enemies. If you attack an army much stronger than you, it's possible find your army destroyed and with nothing to defend your exposed castle. Finally, don't forget your stable these are your fastest troops and if you use it correctly your can attack a before they have time to react. 3)Airships Age of Kings is the first game to
implement airstrike capability. First with your blimp you can bomb other players' castle to eliminate some of their traps. Second, it can attack other players on the aircraft. Finally, you can use your blimp to kill dragons and then save them to collect different types of loot; including: advanced teleportation and gold. When the rescue uses
multiple people, this will not only make the dragon slaughter go faster, but will also make the rescue extremely faster than when alone. 4) Lord as the Lord of the Castle, it is your responsibility to lead your troops and electors in the struggle of battles and the construction of your empire. To level up quickly, be as active as possible. You can
accomplish this by building buildings, performing missions, using consumable items, upgrading buildings, exploring ruins, and killing monsters. These will increase by increasing your level of experience, which in turn will make you eligible for rewards, such as heroes and resources. A general rule in fulfilling your duties as Lord is that you
should never chew what you cannot swallow. For example, don't attack a monster if you don't have strong enough troops. Otherwise, you'll be wasting your resources to heal your wounded troops. Constantly go against armies and monsters much stronger than it will turn out to be useless. 5) Alliance Creating and joining alliances is quite
easy, but be careful and choose your friends wisely. First of all, you should only join alliances where everyone speaks the same language as you. Although this is not necessarily necessary because there is a language translator. As mentioned above, the game's players come from all corners of the world. Don't come to an alliance just so
you can take advantage of the Super Mine and other benefits. Be fair and play as a member of the team. Remember that if the alliance falls, you can also incur serious damage to your troops and castles. 6)Battle Strategies There are several ways to improve your chances of mastering the Age of Kings. First, you must have at least five
farm accounts. Many of the best players have many more than five. In short, the more accounts you have, the better. After creating these multiple accounts, you need to join an alliance that has already proven strong in both the war and the defense of its members. By joining a strong alliance, you'll be protected from attacks and looting.
This means you'll have more time to gather resources, upgrade your buildings, train your troops, and strengthen your walls. Of course, as long as you have the budget for it, try buying the packages that the game sells. You can use these additional items to storm other realms and take control of wealth and resources. 7)Events and
missions There are many events where you will receive rewards. Review these events as you play to maximize your rewards. By doing this, you will also grow at a faster rate. Review missions such as how to as you will also get rewards. Although quest rewards aren't as great as rewards, but every reward you get will help you grow, which
in turn helps you wage war against others. You'll have better success in Age of Kings if you keep all these tips and tricks. Tricks.
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